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dlktaJtNCtUfW formal languages 

1. Introduction 

An infinite object can be specifgd by a finite set 
of rules, which generate the object. Example: an rr- 
f*mit.e subset of C’ can be specified by a context-fp3e 
grammar: theset a”b@;n>IO isgeneratedby the 
context-free rulesA +aAc andA +b. It is of course 
desirable to know whether two object-specifications 
specify the same object or not. For context-free 
grammars this is well-known to be an undecidable 
question. I[t is however decidable in the case of regu 
Par grammars. 

ltn this note we consider specifications of objects 
which are infmite not because of tb.e number of their 
elements but because of f&eir size, viz., infmite 
sequences of symbols (in%tite leng&) and infate 
labeled trees (infInite depth). We show that it is 
decidable w&ther two “regular” sequence (tree) 
specificatim~s specify the same sequence (tree). 

2. Notation 

C is a finite alfabe t (sat of symbols). Elements: 
a, b, c, . . . C* is the set of words (fmite sequences of 
symbols from C) and contains the empty word e. 
Elements: cy, 8, y, . . . f’he set {ar) is identified with the 
element QI. A subset t of C’ is pfklosed if for all 
a,pEx*:o$Et+arEt. 

A regptlar gmnmu G = (IV, Ic, .q, R) wer X con- 
sists of a finite set N of non-terminals, a start liol,- 
terminalSENandaf*mitesetR ofruleseachof 
whichhasoneoQ.hefom~A+&orA+ar 
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(A, B EN and ~1 E C*). If v, w E Z*(M U 8) then 
v * w means that w can be obtained from u by the 
appkation of one rule, and v $ w the same, but by 
application of zero or more rules. The language 
generated by G is L(G) = (az E Z*;S $ a). 

3. Infinite sequences 

Consider an inftite sequence of symbols from Z 
such as: abmbaabaaba . . . This sequency can (intuitive- 
ly) be generated by the two rules S + abA and 
A -+a9 consider these rules as a regular grammar 
and start generating 

S - abA * ubaS + abaabA * . . . 

(the language generated by this grammar is of course 
empty). In order to be able to apply the methods 
known from the specification of subsets of C* by 
grammars, we code (or defme) a sequence as a sub- 
set of 9: 

Lkfmition I. A sequence t over 2 is a nonernpty 
prefix-closed subset of Z=’ such that 

The above infmite sequence is defined to be t.bc.: ipz- 
fmite subset (E, LI, ab, aba, ~%a, abaab, . . . ) of I.:*. It 
should be clear that there is a one-to-one correspond- 
ence between “intuitive” sequences and sequences as 
defmed in def. II e 
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Definition 2 A (regular) w&ence specification 
YS fs a 4tuple (Iv, Z, S, R) where 

t of non-terminals , 

iy EN is the start non-terminal , 

amappingN+Z*N. 

hstead ofR(A) = cd3 we write (A + cd?) CR The 
me&d of generating the inftite sequence intuitive- 

been shown above. Formally: 
LkfinJtion 3: The hfiiife sequence tss speifgd 

&y &SS b th: language generated by the ngular gram- 
= @V, C, S, R’) with R’ defined by: 

It should of course be checked that 
,TheSSwithrukZ’+-+~A and 

A * o, A -+aS This grammu generates the 
s Y &u)’ {e, b, ba), Le. t4l.e (int u&ive) 

es forma@ the sequence v&&h SS specifies 

whether two (regular) sequence 
cify the same i&n&e sequence. 

ah llMmately periodic sequences. 
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4. white trees 

The trees which we wUl consider here are of the 
“sebctor type” (cf. [S] ), te. the branches of the 
tree are labeled with elements of 2i (selectors) such 
that bmsches which. leave the same node are labeled 
with di&rent selectors (and them is no order be= 
tween the branches}. See fig. 1. The infinite tree of 
fig. lb can itituitive& be ge;nerated by the two rules 
of fig. 2 in the wj shown in fig. 3 [replace a non- 
terminal by the Gght&and iride of the corresponding 
rule). In t& same way as 8 sequence specification 
looks like a regular grammar, a tree specification 
looks like a regular tree grammar [cf. [ 11). 

Again, we define a tree as a subW of 6*: 
.D@niton 4: A trw t over Z is a non-empty 

prefm-closed subset of 2*. The tree of fig. 1 b is 
deBned as theMWe pref&cIosed set {e, a, b, QG, 
ac, ma, au& aapp, aaac, ..* 1. An the tree of fq. la is 
(e, a, b, c, uu, &I. Thee is :gain a one-to-one corres- 
pondenee between intuitive trees and fol _mal trees 
(each element of the prefut&sed set indicates a pos- 
sible path irn the tree). A sequence is a special case of 
a tree (cornpare def.‘s 1,4). Fig. tc gives a picture of 
the sequence abc as a tree. 

Before giving the definition of a tree-specification 
we need to know -vhat a tree with non&xmin& is. 
The set TN of finite trees with non-terminals fromN 
is defined as a subset of [X UN U (*, (,)I] * by 
1) * E T&he t&e with one node and no branches]; 
2) If A fN, then .4 E TN; 
3) If tp t2, ,.., tk E TN (k 3 1) and (aI, “2, ..-, ak) C C 

tithi#j+ai+&p thea al &)a& . . . a&) . 
E TN (this is the tree with root from which k 
bra& . s km: the ith branch is labeled ai and 
leads to the subtree t$. 

a 
A 

b a A C 
s-u- A- 

A S 

Fig. 2. 
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Dejhition 5: A (regulai) tree specification TS ts a 
Muple (N, C, S, R) where IV, E:, S are the usual things 
andR is a mappingN+ 7”. If R(A) = t then we write 
(A + t)ER. 

The example of fig. 2 is now formally the TS with 
rules S + a(A) b(+) and A + a(S) c(*). 

fkfWion 6: LRt t E TN, then [t] C C* (NW E) is 
defmed by 
1) [*I = e; 
2) [A] = A for A EN; 
3) [a&tl)a#2) . . . a&)] = e U a&] U a&] U . . . 

Example: [a(A)b(*)] = eUa[A] Ub[*] = 
eUaAUbe=ie,aA,b). 

Defirrition 7: The infinite me f%s specified by Ts 
is the language generated by the regular grammar 
Gm = (N, C, S, R’) with R’ deeed by 
if(A+t)ER then(A+w)ER’ for all wE [t]. 

h the :: xample off@ 2 the corresponding Cm 
has~esSiE,S-,b,S-*rtll,A-+e,A-,c,A-,aS. 
This grammar snerates the set (aa)* l {e, a. b, ac), 
whkh is the tree of fig. 14. It is left to the reader to 
show that the tree which is intuitively generated by a 
TS (us@ replacement of non-terminals) corresponds 
to the formal tree generated by C,. 

Again as a corollary to our de&&ons we obtain 
?&mm: It is decidable whether two (regular) 

tree-q3ecifkations speci@ the same infinite tree. 
The TS with one rule A -+ a(a(A)c(*)) b(*) has a 
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5. Examples 

:! The meta-grammar of ALGOL-68 produces also 
certain “infinite sequences” (especially from the non- 
temiaal MODE), In these “sequences” infinities oc- 
cur in the middle. In fact it is better to consider these 
sequences as infinite trees. The infmite MODE’s 
which can occur in a program are always of “regular” 
type, because of the nature of a mode-declaration. 
Consider the mode cell defmed by the mode- 
declaration mode cell = struct (ref cell nexl, int item). 
Take Z: = (S,, &, , t i} where the letters have obvious 
meanings, and Ior =L (cell ). Let the only rule of the TS 
be cell + Sn(r@eii))Si(i(*)). This TS specifies the tree 
&P)* (e, Sj, .!J& S,& whkh is a representation of the 
mode c&, The mode ref cell is then represented Fty 
the tree E U r(S,r)* {e, Si, Si& S,}. 

Let v ; now look at the mode-declaration 

mode thing = ref ~truct (thing next, int item) . 

The corresponding TS with rule thing + @,(thiqj 
Si(i( *))) SpMifk23 the tree (rS,)c l {e, r, rSi, r&i ), 
which is easily seen to be the same tree as that rem 
presenting ref c&I. Therefore, the lllodes ref cell and 
thing are equal. From these consictirations it follolMb19 
that it is decidable whether two modes (dcclaied by 
evtzcursive mode-de&rations) arvr the same (cf. 
[4,6,71 )e 

b) A program with loops is in fact a method of 
specifying an infinite prograin without loops. The 
program (with test p and transformations f, 9) of 
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some Z:* in such a way that (regular) object-specifi- 
catietrs are co&d as regular graINnar:s, then it is 
decidqble whether two object-specifications specify 
the same object. ms is especially true for infmiti 
trees labeled with elements from C. 

Fig 6. 

tk infinite tree generated by ke TS 
from f@ 4b (where p stands for not&. 
theor MI ii Wlows that it is decidable 

ograms speciFy the same infinite trerJ. 
For atampk, the! yrmgrm (with coksponding I’S) 
t!~flg,5ejveo~!INnetPee~thatinag,4,viz.’ 
$J fi’ (e, fr, pg, ~‘1 This de&ability is well known 
from the literature: (cf. f&3,8] where @is is worked 
out further). 

Rema& The other way around, a TS could have 
by% d&ed u a directed graph wi& brarike~ lab&d 
w&h ekn%~~tr of I). The graph corresponding to the 
TS of fig, 2 is shown in fig. 6 (cf. ah 191). 
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